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Ayoade on Ayoade
A practical guide to the principles of teaching and learning movement, this book
instructs the actor on how to train the body to become a medium of expression.
Starting with a break-down of the principles of actor training through exercises and
theatre games, Dick McCaw teaches the actor about their own body and its
possibilities including: the different ways it can move, the space it occupies and
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finally its rhythm, timing and pacing. With 64 exercises supported by diagrams and
online video, Dick McCaw draws on his 20 years of teaching experience to coach
the reader in the dynamics of movement education to achieve a responsive and
articulate body.

Building A Character
"I was totally unprepared for the transformation that Seth's technique created in
me. . . . I realized that what I thought I knew about acting up to that point was
largely misguided . . . but I now had a great, talented, dedicated teacher who
generously wanted to share his tools with everyone. There is muscularity, not to
mention wisdom and truth to Seth's techniques. He is a wonderful teacher, and I
know that having him as my first guide is one of the luckiest things to have
happened to me in my career and life. And when I can't get back to class with him,
I am so grateful I have this book to turn to."—Anne Hathaway "This book is truly
unlike anything else I know—these pieces are haikus on specific elements of
performance and character building."—Philip Himberg, executive director,
Sundance Theatre Institute A collection of practical acting tips, tools, and
exercises, An Actor's Companion is ideal for both the seasoned professionals and
actors-in-training. The tips—all simple, direct, and useful—are easy to understand
and even easier to apply, in both rehearsal and in performance. Seth Barrish is an
actor, teacher, and the co-artistic director of The Barrow Group in New York City. In
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his thirty-year career, he has directed the award-winning shows My Girlfriend's
Boyfriend (Lucille Lortel Award for Best Solo Show, Drama Desk and Outer Critics
Circle nominations for Best Solo Show), Sleepwalk With Me (Nightlife Award for
Outstanding Comedian in a Major Performance), The Tricky Part (Obie Award,
Drama Desk nominations for Best Play and Best Solo Show), Pentecost (Drama
Desk nomination for Best Play), Old Wicked Songs (Los Angeles Drama Critics
Circle Award and Garland Award for Best Direction), and Good (Straw Hat Award for
Best Direction), among dozens of others.

Acting with Passion
Sanford Meisner was one of the best known and beloved teachers of acting in the
country. This book follows one of his acting classes for fifteen months, beginning
with the most rudimentary exercises and ending with affecting and polished
scenes from contemporary American plays. Written in collaboration with Dennis
Longwell, it is essential reading for beginning and professional actors alike.
Throughout these pages Meisner is a delight—always empathizing with his
students and urging them onward, provoking emotion, laughter, and growing
technical mastery from his charges. With an introduction by Sydney Pollack,
director of Out of Africa and Tootsie, who worked with Meisner for five years. "This
book should be read by anyone who wants to act or even appreciate what acting
involves. Like Meisner's way of teaching, it is the straight goods."—Arthur Miller "If
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there is a key to good acting, this one is it, above all others. Actors, young and not
so young, will find inspiration and excitement in this book."—Gregory Peck

Auditioning
Acting and Living in Discovery, A Workbook for the Actor lays out essential
fundamentals of the actor’s process. Based on the author’s experiences at the
legendary HB Studio in New York City, Acting and Living in Discovery provides
practical guidance for developing, honing, or revitalizing the actor’s craft for the
actor. A teacher can use the workbook to support a studio class, a special
workshop, part of a university acting course, or private coaching. The chapters
delve into basic facets of the acting process that lead the actor into discovering the
corporal world of a script. Exercises at the end of each chapter invite the actor to
discover the treasure trove of his unique self, and spell out the work an actor can
do to wear the shoes of any character. The actor is at once the instrument and the
player. The workbook can be read straight through or used as a reference for
addressing a particular problem or topic.

Training the Actor's Body
The casting director for Chicago, Pippin, Becket, Gypsy, The Graduate, the Sound
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of Music and Jesus Christ Superstar tells you how you can find your dream role!
Absolutely everything an actor needs to know to get the part is here: What to do
that moment before, how to use humour; create mystery; how to develop a distinct
style; and how to evaluate the place, the relationships and the competition. In fact,
Audition is a necessary guide to dealing with all the "auditions" we face in life. This
is the bible on the subject.

An Actor's Companion
One of our most brilliantly iconoclastic playwrights takes on the art of profession of
acting with these words: invent nothing, deny nothing, speak up, stand up, stay
out of school. Acting schools, “interpretation,” “sense memory,” “The
Method”—David Mamet takes a jackhammer to the idols of contemporary acting,
while revealing the true heroism and nobility of the craft. He shows actors how to
undertake auditions and rehearsals, deal with agents and directors, engage
audiences, and stay faithful to the script, while rejecting the temptations that
seduce so many of their colleagues. Bracing in its clarity, exhilarating in its
common sense, True and False is as shocking as it is practical, as witty as it is
instructive, and as irreverent as it is inspiring.

Strasberg at the Actors Studio
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Stand Out from the Competition! How do actors sell their personality? What does it
take to make a lasting impression? How can actors use their image to achieve their
dreams? The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing answers all these questions and more.
With a background in acting and publicity, author Carla Renata has gathered
insider info and proven tips to help actors create their own brand and utilize it for
success. With The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing, you will learn how to: Highlight
unique traits and skills Distinguish yourself from the crowd Market yourself through
social media Angle for your dream role And so much more! Renata's methods have
been tested and developed through her branding and social media program, The
Branding Buddha, which has been taught online and privately, as well as in group
classes at top universities in the United States. Along with tips from her program
and extensive background in the field, Renata uses meditative practices and selfactualization to help actors develop their public image and reach their goals with
clarity and intention. As she writes, "The mind is everything. What you think, you
will become." With The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing, you'll be well on your way
to becoming the actor you really want to be and landing your dream roles.

The Improv Handbook
Uta Hagen, one of the great ladies of the American theatre has written a deeply
personal memoir of her life, from her childhood in Germany to the present. Sources
is Miss Hagen's lyrical account of the special ways love of nature is intertwined
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with love of art in her life, providing a rare glimpse of the off-stage life of an
actress. Originally published in 1983, this book is republished in 2019 with a
foreword by Uta's daughter, Leticia Ferrer, and her grand-daughter Teresa
Teuscher to whom Uta dedicated the book.

True and False
Stanislavski’s ‘system’ has dominated actor-training in the West since his writings
were first translated into English in the 1920s and 30s. His systematic attempt to
outline a psycho-physical technique for acting single-handedly revolutionized
standards of acting in the theatre. Until now, readers and students have had to
contend with inaccurate, misleading and difficult-to-read English-language
versions. Some of the mistranslations have resulted in profound distortions in the
way his system has been interpreted and taught. At last, Jean Benedetti has
succeeded in translating Stanislavski’s huge manual into a lively, fascinating and
accurate text in English. He has remained faithful to the author's original
intentions, putting the two books previously known as An Actor Prepares and
Building A Character back together into one volume, and in a colloquial and
readable style for today's actors. The result is a major contribution to the theatre,
and a service to one of the great innovators of the twentieth century. This
Routledge Classics edition includes a new Foreword by the director Richard Eyre.
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How to Stop Acting
It is 1991 when Ethan Jones finally wins the role of his dreams in an upcoming, big
screen movie. With the envelope holding the script clutched in his hand, he arrives
at his California apartment where he can hardly wait to tell his girlfriend the
exciting news. But when he finds the door unexpectedly ajar, he has no idea that in
just a few seconds, the life he has fought so hard to obtain will be shattered. Eight
years earlier, Ethan is attending university in Ottawa, Canada. One evening after
seriously contemplating suicide, he finds his way into a club where he meets Mila
Monahan, a beautiful acting student who saves him from himself. After he watches
Mila rehearse a university play, Ethan catches the acting bug and decides to
pursue his own creative passions, causing a collision with his more secure ideals.
But when Mila suddenly disappears, Ethan vows he will never stop chasing the
dream she inspired in him, believing in a world entirely different from the one he is
living in. The Actor is a gripping tale of a young mans unforgettable journey of selfdiscovery in overcoming the trauma of a personal tragedy. It is a story of love,
hardship, persistence and overwhelming joy where The Actor learns he can portray
anything he can imagine.

A Director Prepares
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A disciple of Konstantin Stanislavski and a member of the Group Theatre in the
1930s, the noted actress and teacher offers advice on acting preparations, the
demands of characterization, and dramatic exercises, as well as personal
memories

The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing
A Director Prepares is a thought-provoking examination of the challenges of
making theatre. In it, Anne Bogart speaks candidly and with wisdom of the courage
required to create 'art with great presence'. Each chapter tackles one of the seven
major areas Bogart has identified as both potential partner and potential obstacle
to art-making. They are Violence; Memory; Terror; Eroticism; Stereotype;
Embarrassment; and Resistance. Each one can be used to generate extraordinary
creative energy, if we know how to use it. A Director Prepares offers every
practitioner an extraordinary insight into the creative process. It is a handbook,
Bible and manifesto, all in one. No other book on the art of theatre comes even
close to offering this much understanding, experience and inspiration.

The Actor and the Character
A revised and updated edition of Declan Donnellan's bestselling book, a fresh and
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radical approach to acting by a world-famous director. 'cuts open every
generalisation about acting and draws out gleamingly fresh specifics' Peter Brook
'explains Donnellan's highly practical system and sheds unique light on one of the
greatest directors of acting in our time' Le Monde 'hugely practical and never gets
lost in theory' El Pais 'a gripping read, as acute about the psychology of lying as it
is about the art of acting' Guardian 'rooted in modern theatre, modern psychology
and, above all, modern reality' Izvestia 'Unpretentious, straightforward, and
pierced with acute insight' Kommersant

An Actor's Work
In this book Richard Ayoade - actor, writer, director, and amateur dentist - reflects
on his cinematic legacy as only he can: in conversation with himself. Over ten
brilliantly insightful and often erotic interviews, Ayoade examines himself fully and
without mercy, leading a breathless investigation into this once-in-a-generation
visionary. Only Ayoade can appreciate Ayoade's unique methodology. Only Ayoade
can recognise Ayoade's talent. Only Ayoade can withstand Ayoade's peculiar scent.
Only Ayoade can truly get inside Ayoade. They have called their book Ayoade on
Ayoade: A Cinematic Odyssey. Take the journey, and your life will never be the
same again. Ayoade on Ayoade captures the director in his own words: pompous,
vain, angry and very, very funny.
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Respect for Acting
Transformative acting remains the aspiration of many an emerging actor, and
constitutes the achievement of some of the most acclaimed performances of our
age: Daniel Day-Lewis as Lincoln, Meryl Streep as Mrs Thatcher, Anthony Hopkins
as Hannibal Lecter – the list is extensive, and we all have our favourites. But what
are the physical and psychological processes which enable actors to create
characters so different from themselves? To understand this unique phenomenon,
Vladimir Mirodan provides both a historical overview of the evolution of notions of
'character' in Western theatre and a stunning contemporary analysis of the
theoretical implications of transformative acting. The Actor and the Character:
Surveys the main debates surrounding the concept of dramatic character and –
contrary to recent trends – explains why transformative actors conceive their
characters as ‘independent’ of their own personalities. Describes some important
techniques used by actors to construct their characters by physical means: work
on objects, neutral and character masks, Laban movement analysis, Viewpoints,
etc. Examines the psychology behind transformative acting from the perspectives
of both psychoanalysis and scientific psychology and, based on recent
developments in psychology, asks whether transformation is not just acting
folklore but may actually entail temporary changes to the brain structures of the
actors. The Actor and the Character speaks not only to academics and students
studying actor training and acting theory, but contributes to current lively
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academic debates around character. This is a compelling and original exploration
of the limits of acting theory and practice, psychology, and creative work, in which
Mirodan boldly re-examines some of the fundamental assumptions of actor training
and some basic tenets of theatre practice to ask: What happens when one of us
‘becomes somebody else’?

Approaches to Acting
What should an actor be thinking onstage? This overlooked, important question is
the crux of this new book that combines psychological theory, numerous practical
exercises, and a thorough and wide-reaching examination of inner monologue in
various forms including film, musical theatre, and comedy.

An Actor Prepares
For centuries the theatre has been one of the major forms of art. How did acting,
and its institutionalization in the theatre, begin in the first place? In some cultures
complex stories relate the origin of acting and the theatre. And over time,
approaches to acting have changed considerably. In the West, until the end of the
19th century, those changes occurred within the realm of acting itself, focusing on
the question of whether acting should be 'natural' or 'formal.' Approaches to acting
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were closely related to the trends in culture at large. Acting became more and
more professional and sophisticated as philosophical theories developed and
knowledge in the human sciences increased. In the 20th century, the director was
established as the most important force in the theater--able to lead actors to
pinnacles of their art which they could not have achieved on their own. Approaches
to acting in non-Western cultures follow quite different patterns. This book
provides a clear overview of different approaches to acting, both historical and
contemporary, Western and non-Western, and concludes with a challenge to the
future of the art.

The Actor and the Target
A vital companion for actors in rehearsal - a thesaurus of action-words to revitalise
performance, with a foreword by Terry Johnson. Finding the right action is an
essential part of the process of preparation for the actor. Using this thesaurus of
active verbs, the actor can refine the action-word until s/he hits exactly the right
one to help make the action come alive. The method of 'actioning' is widely used in
rehearsal rooms, but has never before been set down in a systematic and
comprehensive way.

Acting and Living in Discovery
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The legendary acting coach shares his inspirational philosophy and effective
techniques--including case studies, exercises, and professional insights--designed
to help actors connect personally with a script, develop a character from the inside
out, overcome fear and inhibitions, hone technical skills, and more. Reprint. 17,500
first printing.

The Actor Speaks
“An Actor Prepares” is a 1936 guide to acting by Konstantin Stanislavski.
Konstantin Sergeievich Stanislavski (1863 – 1938) was an influential Russian
theatre practitioner. He was himself a highly-esteemed character actor and
directed many successful productions. However, he is most famous for his 'system'
of learning to act, focusing on training, preparation, and technique. This was the
first of Stanislavski's book on acting. Concentrating on preparation, it offers the
aspiring actor or actress tips and instructions on how they should prepare for
performances. This seminal volume constitutes a must-have for all with an interest
in acting and the work of Stanislavski. Contents include: “The First Test”, “When
Acting Is An Art”, “Action”, “Imagination”, “Concentration”, “Of Attention”,
“Relaxation Of Muscles”, “Units And Objectives”, “Faith And A Sense Of Truth”,
“Emotion Memory”, “Communion”, “Adaptation”, “Inner Motive Forces”, “The
Unbroken Line”, “The Inner Creative”, “State”, etc. Many vintage books such as
this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are
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republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition
complete with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.

The Intent to Live
The actress and teacher guides actors in developing their art, covering such
aspects as voice techniques, timing, rhythm, and including exercises to correct
problems

Sources
In The Actor Speaks, Patsy Rodenburg takes actors and actresses, both
professional and beginners, through a complete voice workshop. She touches on
every aspect of performance work that involves the voice and sorts through the
kinds of vexing problems every performer faces onstage: breath and relaxation;
vocal range and power; communication with other actors; singing and acting
simultaneously; working on different sized stages and in both large and small
auditoriums; approaching the vocal demands of different kinds of scripts. This is
the final word on the actor's voice and it's destined to become the classic work on
the subject for some time to come.
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The Technique of Acting
Building a Character is one of the three volumes that make up Stanislavski’s The
Acting Trilogy. An Actor Prepares explores the inner preparation an actor must
undergo in order to explore a role to the full. In this volume, Sir John Gielgud said,
this great director “found time to explain a thousand things that have always
troubled actors and fascinated students.” Building a Character discusses the
external techniques of acting: the use of the body, movement, diction, singing,
expression, and control. Creating a Role describes the preparation that precedes
actual performance, with extensive discussions of Gogol’s The Inspector General
and Shakespeare’s Othello. Sir Paul Scofield called Creating a Role “immeasurably
important” for the actor. These three volumes belong on any actor’s short shelf of
essential books.

The Power of the Actor
A book that will stand the test of time for any actor in the making, a book of
knowledge and hard-earned commitment to the art of acting"- Pierce Brosnan An
essential guide to mastering the Stanislavski technique, filtering out the
complexities of the system and offering a dynamic, hands-on approach. In-Depth
Acting provides a comprehensive understanding of character, preparation, text,
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subtext and objectives. • How to prepare for drama school and professional
auditions • How to develop a 3-dimensional, truthful character • Preparation
exercises to help you get in character • Rehearsal guidelines • An appendix of
Transitive/Active Verbs and more ‘A wonderful, succinct book that no student or
professional actor should be without.’ - Jenny Lipman, Acting Tutor at LAMDA ‘Dee
Cannon’s classes at RADA were legendary. This is an inspiring and intensely
practical guide for anyone, at any stage of their acting life.’ - Eve Best ‘As a former
student of Dee’s, I can assure you that this is the definitive version of the method I
use to approach every role: iPods, animals and OBJECTIVES! How wonderful to
finally have it all in book form!’ - Gemma Arterton 'Working with Dee and with this
book I feel my process and preparation has been energized, activated and inspired'
- Ramin Karimloo

Sanford Meisner on Acting
A masterful introduction to the actor's craft presents a series of rigorous but
flexible exercises, based on the Meisner Technique of acting, designed to help
actors deal with a wide variety of performance challenges. Original. 15,000 first
printing.

The Existential Actor
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Snowtime, set in the rolling hills of southern Ohio, follows a young minister Keith
Newman and his beautiful but bitter wife Ada as they navigate the pleasures and
pitfalls of a rural ministry in the 1960's. The novel is alive with the folksy humor
and cunning of the people in the small, past-its-prime town of Haran. The old
people in the old house on the old road leading out of town insinuate themselves
into the young cleric's life as does a young gypsy girl. The novel is shocking, funny,
poignant and, yes, redemptive.

Challenge For The Actor
The Improv Handbook is the most comprehensive, smart, helpful and inspiring
guide to improv available today. Applicable to comedians, actors, public speakers
and anyone who needs to think on their toes, it features a range of games,
interviews, descriptions and exercises that illuminate and illustrate the exciting
world of improvised performance. First published in 2008, this second edition
features a new foreword by comedian Mike McShane, as well as new exercises on
endings, managing blind offers and master-servant games, plus new and expanded
interviews with Keith Johnstone, Neil Mullarkey, Jeffrey Sweet and Paul Rogan. The
Improv Handbook is a one-stop guide to the exciting world of improvisation.
Whether you're a beginner, an expert, or would just love to try it if you weren't too
scared, The Improv Handbook will guide you every step of the way.
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The Actor
William Esper, one of the most celebrated acting teachers of our time, takes us
through his step-by-step approach to the central challenge of advanced acting
work: creating and playing a character. Esper’s first book, The Actor’s Art and
Craft, earned praise for describing the basics taught in his famous first-year acting
class. The Actor’s Guide to Creating a Character continues the journey. In these
pages, co-author Damon DiMarco vividly re-creates Esper’s second-year course,
again through the experiences of a fictional class. Esper’s training builds on
Sanford Meisner’s legendary exercises, a world-renowned technique that Esper
further developed through his long association with Meisner and the decades he
has spent training a host of distinguished actors. His approach is flexible enough to
apply to any role, helping actors to create characters with truthful and compelling
inner lives.

Acting the Truth
To Act Is To Do by Richard Alan Nichols, who studied as a scholarship student for
five years with Uta Hagen at the HB Studio in New York, is the ultimate guide for
both actors and teachers. In six informative and interactive class sessions, Nichols
details twenty exercises designed to solve most acting problems that arise while
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working on plays. Also included are eighteen evaluations of work (scenes,
monologues, and Hagen exercises) presented by Nichols' students, with each
evaluation serving as a model for teachers to follow in order to assist actors in
learning how to assess their own work in an honest way. This unique
exploration—the personal journey of one actor’s lifelong quest to perfect his craft
while in pursuit of becoming a player—will help all actors develop the discipline
necessary to fine-tune their acting instruments and discover new behaviors in
themselves.

Inner Monologue in Acting
The Invisible Actor presents the captivating and unique methods of the
distinguished Japanese actor and director, Yoshi Oida. While a member of Peter
Brook's theatre company in Paris, Yoshi Oida developed a masterful approach to
acting that combined the oriental tradition of supreme and studied control with the
Western performer's need to characterise and expose depths of emotion. Written
with Lorna Marshall, Yoshi Oida explains that once the audience becomes openly
aware of the actor's method and becomes too conscious of the actor's artistry, the
wonder of performance dies. The audience must never see the actor but only his or
her performance. Throughout Lorna Marshall provides contextual commentary on
Yoshi Oida's work and methods. In a new foreword to accompany the Bloomsbury
Revelations edition, Yoshi Oida revisits the questions that have informed his career
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as an actor and explores how his skilful approach to acting has shaped the wider
contours of his life.

The Actor's Guide to Creating a Character
This is a book for the thinking actor, and the finest actors I've known are just that.
The best actors bring it all together body, heart, spirit, and mind. This book is for
the actor who thinks about craft and influence, who thinks about the relationship of
performance to living, who thinks about doing and what that doing means. Acting
is a metaphor and it's a mirror, and, so, a theory of acting, if true, shows us to
ourselves. Jeff Zinn knows this. He knows it as an actor, director, teacher, and
thinker. His theory of everything is simple and revelatory. (from the foreword by
Todd London)

A Practical Handbook for the Actor
Drawing on Ken Rea's 30 years' teaching experience and research, as well as
interviews with top actors and directors, The Outstanding Actor identifies seven
key qualities that the most successful actors manifest, along with practical
exercises that help nurture those qualities. Featuring contributions and insights
from Ewan McGregor, Jude Law, Judi Dench, Al Pacino and many more, The
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Outstanding Actor gives you techniques that you can immediately put into practice
in rehearsals, classes or private preparation. It also shows you how to increase the
chances of having a more successful career. 'Ken taught us to be dangerous, to
abandon any sense of failure and to take risks – that's where to find creativity. A
lesson we can never stop learning.' Orlando Bloom 'The classes with Ken at
Guildhall, I consider to be the most important part of the acting training. They are
exercises in patience, unpredictability and encouraging students to make utter
fools of themselves – vital for any actor embarking on a life in the profession.'
Michelle Dockery 'Ken's classes were some of the most interesting that I was lucky
enough to attend at drama school. He opened the mind to what acting could be.'
Ewan McGregor Includes a foreword by Damian Lewis.

Audition
"A fascinating close-up of Mr. Strasberg's philosophy of theatre and method of
working with actors."--Eliot Fremont-Smith, The New York Times Unavailable for
over fifteen years, these transcripts of Strasberg's private acting classes provide a
revealing look at one of the nation's most famous acting schools and its
controversial leader.

To Act Is To Do
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Provides a guide to auditioning for film and theatrical roles with confidence,
including tips on preparing for a role, finding the right monologues and songs to
showcase talent, and dealing with creative criticism.

The Invisible Actor
Jenna Fischer's Hollywood journey began at the age of 22 when she moved to Los
Angeles from her hometown of St. Louis. With a theater degree in hand, she was
determined, she was confident, she was ready to work hard. So, what could go
wrong? Uh, basically everything. The path to being a professional actor was so
much more vast and competitive than she’d imagined. It would be eight long years
before she landed her iconic role on The Office, nearly a decade of frustration,
struggle, rejection and doubt. If only she’d had a handbook for the aspiring actor.
Or, better yet, someone to show her the way—an established actor who could
educate her about the business, manage her expectations, and reassure her in
those moments of despair. Jenna wants to be that person for you. With amusing
candor and wit, Fischer spells out the nuts and bolts of getting established in the
profession, based on her own memorable and hilarious experiences. She tells you
how to get the right headshot, what to look for in representation, and the
importance of joining forces with other like-minded artists and creating your own
work—invaluable advice personally acquired from her many years of struggle. She
provides helpful hints on how to be gutsy and take risks, the tricks to good
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auditioning and callbacks, and how not to fall for certain scams (auditions in a
guy’s apartment are probably not legit—or at least not for the kind of part you’re
looking for!). Her inspiring, helpful guidance feels like a trusted friend who’s made
the journey, and has now returned to walk beside you, pointing out the pitfalls as
you blaze your own path towards the life of a professional actor.

The Outstanding Actor
Presents different techniques for stage and screen actors, including a new
approach to acting and advice on auditioning, developing a character, and playing
difficult roles.

The Actor's Life
Respect for Acting "This fascinating and detailed book about acting is Miss Hagen's
credo, the accumulated wisdom of her years spent in intimate communion with her
art. It is at once the voicing of her exacting standards for herself and those she
[taught], and an explanation of the means to the end." --Publishers Weekly "Hagen
adds to the large corpus of titles on acting with vivid dicta drawn from experience,
skill, and a sense of personal and professional worth. Her principal asset in this
treatment is her truly significant imagination. Her 'object exercises' display a
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wealth of detail with which to stimulate the student preparing a scene for
presentation." --Library Journal "Uta Hagen's Respect for Acting . . . is a relatively
small book. But within it, Miss Hagen tells the young actor about as much as can
be conveyed in print of his craft." --Los Angeles Times "There are almost no
American actors uninfluenced by Uta Hagen." --Fritz Weaver "This is a textbook for
aspiring actors, but working thespians can profit much by it. Anyone with just a
casual interest in the theater should also enjoy its behind-the-scenes flavor." --King
Features Syndicate

Actions
This simple and essential book about the craft of acting describes a technique
developed and refined by the authors, all of them young actors, in their work with
Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright David Mamet, actor W. H. Macy, and director
Gregory Mosher. A Practical Handbook for the Actor is written for any actor who
has ever experienced the frustrations of acting classes that lacked clarity and
objectivity, and that failed to provide a dependable set of tools. An actor's job, the
authors state, is to "find a way to live truthfully under the imaginary circumstances
of the play." The ways in which an actor can attain that truth form the substance of
this eloquent book. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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In-Depth Acting
A Hollywood coach introduces a twelve-part acting method that has been utilized
by some of today's top stars and draws on the traditions of performance masters,
sharing behind-the-scenes anecdotes while explaining how to apply her techniques
to create genuine characters, disseminate scripts, and audition effectively. Reprint.
20,000 first printing.

The Actor's Art and Craft
Based on the latest research from the fields of neuroscience and mind-body
psychology, Acting With Passion offers a revolutionary new approach to the age-old
problems of the actor: dealing with nerves, engaging the body, quieting the inner
critic, auditioning, creating a character, and even playing comedy. With this stepby-step guide, actors who have struggled with 'visualization' and 'emotional recall'
can learn an alternative method of accessing feelings through the release of
chronic, subtle muscular tensions that connect into the brain at lightning fast
speed and can actually produce emotions on cue. Written with verve and
accessibility, and using practical exercises to guide the actor through each stage,
Acting With Passion is the must-have text for actors seeking that magical 'state of
aliveness'.
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